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Abstract. In this paper we present a domain-independent framework
that creates a sentiment analysis model by mixing Semantic Web tech-
nologies with natural language processing approaches (This work is sup-
ported by the project PRISMA SMART CITIES, funded by the Italian
Ministry of Research and Education under the program PON.). Our
system, called Sentilo, provides a core sentiment analysis engine which
fully exploits semantics. It identifies the holder of an opinion, topics and
sub-topics the opinion is referred to, and assesses the opinion trigger.
Sentilo uses an OWL opinion ontology to represent all this information
with an RDF graph where holders and topics are resolved on Linked
Data. Anyone can plug its own opinion scoring algorithm to compute
scores of opinion expressing words and come up with a combined scoring
algorithm for each identified entities and the overall sentence.
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1 Introduction

Sentiment Analysis is a research area that involves the analysis of people’s sen-
timents, opinions, emotions towards entities such as products, movies, services,
etc. It is one of the hottest problems which belongs to the Natural Language
Processing field which has been investigated only starting from the year 2000.
So far, Sentiment Analysis approaches have used statistical classifiers, natural
language processing techniques, data mining and lexical resources to identify the
tone of a given sentence respect to a certain topic. For example, given the follow-
ing opinion: “Joy Ride is not an interesting film but the director John Dahl made
a perfect work for his audience”; an ideal system would be able to identify sev-
eral topics referred to by such opinionated sentence. “Joy Ride” is certainly one,
the “work of John Dahl” associated with this movie is another one, and finally
“John Dahl”. Additionally, such ideal system would be able to analyze that the
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sentiment expressed on “Joy Ride” is negative, while the sentiment expressed
on the work of “John Dahl”, and on “John Dahl” himself is slightly positive,
and that the whole sentence carries both positive and negative sentiments.

The goal of Sentiment Analysis is to detect quintuples (ej , ajk, soijkl, hi, tl)
from unstructured text where ej is the topic, ajk is the aspect/feature of the
topic ej , soijkl is the sentiment value of the opinion from the opinion holder hi

on aspect ajk at time tl. Structure the unstructured data extracted from raw
text is still a challenging task [1].

Semantics has been used only recently for Sentiment Analysis [10] where the
authors provide evidence that the inclusion of semantics features in sentiment
analysis algorithms improves the overall performance.

Semantic sentiment analysis can take advantage from linked data, ontologies,
controlled vocabularies, and lexical resources (e.g. DBpedia, YAGO, Concept-
Net [9], SenticNet [4], Nell1, OIE2, etc.), which help aggregating the conceptual
and affective information associated with natural language opinions.

In this paper we describe Sentilo, a sentic computing system introduced in [8]
that can be used as a sentiment analysis core engine to structure text and detect
sentiment quintuples according to an ontology defined ad-hoc for the sentiment
analysis tasks. Sentilo produces a RDF representation of an opinion sentence
that allows the identification of holders, topics (resolved on Linked data to allow
aggregation of sentiments on the same topic in different contexts/sources) and
opinion triggers with high accuracy. With the use of semantics, we can extend
the current state of the art in sentiment analysis to track, correlate, and com-
pare sentiment of specific entities or group of related entities over time and
across different contexts. Sentilo core engine prototype can be accessed through
its REST API3 and extended with sentiment scoring modules focusing on the
features/domain that researchers want to target.

2 Sentilo Semantic Model

Sentilo consists of a set of components connected in a pipeline [8]. Given a sen-
tence, the syntactic constructs are provided by C&C [6], a highly efficient linguis-
tically parser using a tightly-integrated supertagger, which assigns combinatory
categorial grammar lexical categories to words in a sentence. On top of that,
the data are processed by Boxer [2], an open-domain software component for
semantic analysis of text. It is compatible with first-order logic and builds upon
the combinatory categorial grammar and discourse representation theory (DRT).
DRT uses an explicit semantic structured language called Discourse Representa-
tion Structure (DRS). In Boxer, DRS are enriched with the VerbNet4 inventory
of thematic roles. Output of Boxer is then processed by FRED5, a tool that uses

1 http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/
2 http://ai.cs.washington.edu/projects/open-information-extraction
3 http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/sentilo/service
4 http://verbs.colorado.edu/∼mpalmer/projects/verbnet.html
5 http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred
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frame-based design and a set of heuristics in order to produce correct terminology
and structure according to Semantic Web design practices. FRED transforms the
logical output of Boxer with frames into RDF/OWL in compliance with linked
data principles as existing vocabularies are re-used whenever possible, named
entities are resolved over resources existing in RDF datasets of the linked data
cloud and, terms are disambiguated against WordNet and foundational ontolo-
gies. FRED is inspired by Davidson’s view [5]: events and situations are primary
objects for the representation of a domain. Based on this view of the world, sen-
tences are represented as linked events or situations, with participating objects.
We use DOLCE+DnS [7]6 as a vocabulary for events and situations, and VerbNet
as reference for thematic roles of events. On top of FRED, we have developed an
opinion model annotator (see [8] for the new and re-used components employed
in Sentilo), a component that implements a set of heuristics that extract, from
the FRED’s graph of a given sentence, information about holders of an opinion
sentence, its topics, and its opinion expressing words (i.e., opinion features). To
the best of our knowledge, only a few of semantic models have been provided for
sentiment analysis. One of the most relevant includes the MARL model which
has been adopted in [3] to represent languages resources for sentiment analysis in
a Linked Data conform way enabling leveraging of existing Semantic Web tech-
nologies. Sentilo enriches the RDF/OWL semantic representation of an opinion
sentence with annotation triples based on OntoSentilo, an ontology for opinion
sentences that we have defined in [8]. OntoSentilo represents concepts and rela-
tions existing between entities composing an opinion sentence. Figure 1 shows
a fragment of the RDF graph that represents the sentence You may think that
the summer weather provides the perfect backdrop to a big day. The use of the
prefix sentilo: is intended for the local namespaces of concepts and relations
added by Sentilo. Sentilo formally represents the holder of the opinion, i.e. per-
son, the main topic of the sentence, i.e. the event occurrence fred:think 1, and
its subtopics, i.e. the event occurrence fred:backdrop 1. Opinion features are
identified as values of the relation dul:hasQuality, in this case fred:perfectl

Fig. 1. An extract of the semantic representation for “You may think that the summer
weather provides the perfect backdrop to a big day”. Note all the semantic relations
provided by the framework that can be used for different purposes.

6 http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl
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is a quality of the subtopic fred:backdrop 1. As an example of scoring, let us
assume that perfect is assigned a score of 0.8. Then we can easily associate that
score to the entity backdrop whose holder is already provided by the framework.
The scores to assign to words in the model depends on the domain to focus and
on the kind of feelings that want to be extracted. For example, one may want
to extract feelings related to fear/bravery and provide scoring for words in that
domain. Sentilo performances have been computed in [8] for time and accuracy
of topic and sub-topic detection. A deep evaluation on the use of semantics to
improve the sentiment analysis tasks (and comparisons) has to be done yet.

3 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown Sentilo, a semantic sentiment analysis core engine
able to identify holders, topics, subtopics, opinion triggers, semantic sentiment
relationships between terms. Anyone can use the information structured by Sen-
tilo according to a sentiment analysis ontology and design his own sentiment
analysis scoring algorithms to build on top of our framework in order to provide
entity and sentence level sentiment scores.
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